Abstract-Multiparty grammars are introduced which contain labeled nonterminals to indicate the party that produces the terminal string. For interactive person-computer systems, both the user commands and system responses can be described by the linked BNF grammars. Multiparty grammars may also be used to describe communication among several people (by way of computers or in normal dialogue), network protocols among several machines, or complex interactions involving several people and machines. Visual features such as underlining, reversal, blinking, and color, window declarations, and dynamic operations dependent on cursor movement are also covered.
INTRODUCTION
JNTERACTIVE computer systems are increasingly popu- lar, but the design tools available for specifying systems do not meet the complex needs of interaction. The Backus-Naur form (BNF) [1] for specifying grammars, and therefore the language generated, is geared towards parsing statements in batch oriented programming languages such as Fortran. The metanotation used for Cobol [19] or the syntax diagrams used for Pascal [11] are reasonable alternatives to BNF, but they do not contain facilities for interactive systems design.
Programming languages such as APL and Basic were created with facilities which emphasized the writing of interactive systems. Input control routines had simple but rigid rules for valid input, and then a user's program had to respond to the input. This approach is effective, but it is difficult to standardize, document, modify, comprehend, and debug the interactive dialogue. Checks for completeness and consistency must be done by hand in an ad hoc manner.
Manuscript received January 16, 1981X Computer-assisted instruction systems such as Planit [6] or Tutor [20] enable authors to prepare a frame with some text followed by a question and then to list possible human responses with accompanying messages to be displayed by the computer. This approach simplified the course author's task, helped in checking for completeness and consistency, and facilitated debugging and modification. Unfortunately the scope of application and the flexibility of computerassisted instruction systems is limited. Supplements to common programming languages have also been offered as tools for constructing interactive systems. These supplements include Fortran subroutine packages, extensions to standard languages, and Pascal data types [8] .
Recognizing the inadequacy of the available tools, Parnas suggested transition diagrams for defining interactive computer systems [16] . Transition diagrams have labeled nodes which indicate an initial state, possibly multiple terminal states, and possibly multiple intermediate states. The directed arcs are labeled with a possible input string followed by the system response to that string. Feyock [7] described transition diagrams in the context of computer-assisted education and help systems, and Denert offers a variant of these ideas [5] . Wasserman [33] describing interprocess communication activity between computers in a network [2] , [23] , [24] .
Variants of Petri nets [17] have been used to describe process coordination, but they are similar to augmented transition diagrams when used to describe interaction. The use of BNF to describe human input in interactive dialogues has been suggested by Colmerauer [4] and by Hanau and Lenorovitz [9] , but both resort to other notational mechanisms for describing the machine's response.
Moran offers an ambitious alternative [15] called the command language grammar which provides four levels of definitions for completely specifying syntax and semantics. The ideas in Moran's work are important but the method appears to be extremely complex. Reisner [18] extends the classic BNF to create an action grammar for specifying the operation of a color graphics system called Robart. She uses a plus sign between terminals and nonterminals to indicate the passage of time. Reisner's action grammar is used to specify the complex actions of a user in pushing buttons, making lightpen touches, and entering commands or data from the keyboard, but does not include the specification of the system response.
The idea of an action grammar suggested a natural generalization to a two-party action grammar where the action of both parties could be specified using familiar BNF grammar tools. Generalizing further yields multiparty action grammars which describe the actions of several parties, people or machines, using the same notation. Such multiparty action grammars would be useful in describing simple interactive person-computer systems, more complex teleconferencing, game playing, commodity exchange, and other social interaction systems involving several people and one machine, or network protocol interaction among several machines (without human intervention).
These multiparty grammars might also be useful to psycholinguists in modeling communication among two The human commands may be described in the user manual with a BNF grammar, but the machine responses are often merely listed in the last pages of the reference manual. The linkage between the human entries and the machine responses is defined by a lengthy and inaccessible program.
In a multiparty grammar, a BNF grammar can be used to describe the human entries, machine response (acknowledgment or diagnostic), and some aspects of the interaction. Usually, the human-related BNF grammar is used to parse the input while the computer-related BNF grammar is used to generate the output. In other circumstances the human-related BNF grammar may be used to generate test data.
Nonterminals of a multiparty grammar are labeled by the party. Human nonterminals might be distinguished by an "H" immediately after the left angle bracket, and computer nonterminals might have a "c." For example, KH: VALID-ACCT) is a nonterminal for a human entering a valid account number and KC: ACCEPT-ACCT) is a nonterminal for the computer's response when accepting an account number. Nonterminals without an H or a c describe complex actions involving one or more parties which are specified in other BNF productions. Productions with H nonterminals on the left are used for recognition parsing of input strings, and productions with c nonterminals on the left are used for generating strings. In the simple account acceptance example there might be a production of the form: Since multiparty grammars deal with interactions, it will be necessary for one party to respond directly to the contents of the message sent by another party. When two humans meet the dialogue might be Party 1: GOOD MORNING MY NAME IS GEORGE Party 2: HELLO GEORGE. as possible so as to provide the best possible diagnostic message. Good diagnostics should avoid accusatory terms such as ERROR, INVALID, or ILLEGAL but should be constructive and suggest what needs to be done to set things right. The value of KH: * ) is the last value assigned to it; allowing echo printing of unparsable statements.
To recapitulate, three features have been introduced which distinguish multiparty grammars from the traditional BNF: 1) labeling nonterminals with a party identifier;
2) assignment of values to nonterminals and the use of square brackets to output the value; 3) a nonterminal which matches any string if no other parse succeeds. Fig. 1 contains an example log-on procedure described with a multiparty grammar. Production I shows that a log-on consists of a starting phase and an account number phase. Production 2 shows a proper and an invalid human initiation (described in productions 3 and 4) with appropriate computer response (described in productions 5 and 6). Production 7 shows a proper and an invalid account number entry (described in production 8) and the appropriate computer responses (described in productions 9 and 10). In production 9 the computer repeats the user's account number by displaying the value assigned to (H: VALID-ACCT) in production 8 and shows information about the last sign-on that is generated on other produc- The KH: * ) feature also presents implementation problems. Its use should be restricted to the parsing of input, and it is applied only if all other parses fail. A delimiter such as a ":" or " * /" or carriage return to the right of this nonterminal is necessary to avoid a parse which takes all the remaining text.
The advantage of using an automatic compiler generator system is that some aspects of completeness and ambiguity can be checked. Nonterminals which are undefined or unreferenced can be detected by the automatic system and unique parse trees can be guaranteed. These features are a tremendous aid to the design of large interactive systems where the volume of detail may be enormous.
Having a machine-readable specification which is used to produce the final system may lead to fewer implementation problems and delays. Variants in user command formats can be quickly and easily implemented, thereby facilitating pilot testing and rapid improvement [22] . The machine specification may also aid in the automatic construction of user aids such as HELP facilities, UNDO FONT((typefont name)), 5) typesize TYPESIZE(Ksize)), 6 ) intensity INTENSITY(<level)), 7) colors COLOR(Kcolor choice)).
It is possible to switch to underlining, a different typefont, and a higher intensity by making three successive specifications. The permissible features depend on the capabilities of the hardware and software systems. These static feature nonterminals may be invoked by any party in the interaction. For humans at a keyboard, there may be a special character to specify underlining, a toggle switch to indicate reversal or a knob for intensity; for the computer, signals may be sent to the terminal to invoke these static features or the nonterminal may expand to a null character. In any case, instructions must be written by the system developer to execute the visual feature change. 2) Coverage of More than Full Screen-The defined areas that are off screen are maintained but not shown. This allows using sliding window techniques in which only a small portion of a large data area is visible at one time.
IV. WINDOW DECLARATIONS
3) Overlapped Windows-The window declaration order indicates which windows are on top of previously defined windows.
4) Nested Window Declarations-A window may contain several windows. For example, the workspace window may be broken down into several windows for errors or future status information specific to a particular application. The declaration might be as follows: DECLARE 5) Multiple Screen Layouts-Several screens may be defined for applications such as utility plant monitoring or air traffic control, but the information on each screen is independent. In other applications such as teleconferencing, cooperative program debugging, game playing, psychological experimentation, commodity exchange or stock market systems, and newspaper editing, parts of a screen display may be shared by several screens. This can be arranged by referencing the same starting symbol. For example, in a commodity exchange system, each viewer may have a common window with the current trades, a common window with the latest price for each commodity, a personal window showing current holdings, and a personal window for a work area to make computations in planning future purchases and sales.
V. DYNAMIC OPERATIONS ON SCREENS
One of the exciting advantages of visual display screens is that the information on the screen can be dynamically modified. In text editing it becomes possible to make insertions and have the text move on the screen to accommodate the additional words. In The productions indicating human initiated cursor movement are only one part of the specification of the interaction. The cursor may be moved by the interactive program specification, for example in an interactive customer order entry application, the system may automatically move the cursor from one part of the form to another as data items are entered.
Another problem that must be dealt with is illegal cursor movements. The user may inadvertently try to move the cursor outside its window. An error message could be shown, the cursor could be stopped at the border of the window, the cursor could "wrap around," emerging at the opposite side of the window, or the cursor could revert to the upper left-hand corner of the window. Application specific conditions on cursor movement might be included; for example, in text editing an attempt to move beyond the right side of the window might move the cursor to the beginning of the next line of text.
VI. SUMMARY
The major contribution of this paper is to introduce the notion of multiparty grammars for describing the actions of several participants in a dialogue. Multiparty grammars have labeled nonterminals to indicate the source of the string. Nonterminals acquire values which can be referenced by any party. Since error handling is such a critical component of interactive systems design, a nonterminal which matches an unparsable string is introduced.
Secondary notions which permit a more complete description of an interactive terminal session are also introduced. Common visual features such as underlining, reversal, or color were accommodated with a set of BNF productions. Window definitions for screen-oriented systems were made in a simple declaration statement. Cursor movements which are necessary to describe dynamic screen features were handled with another set of BNF productions.
The use of multiparty grammars and these secondary features for describing interaction is especially appealing if a compiler-compiler is available to provide partial verification of consistency and completeness, and to facilitate the writing of procedural language statements to perform required operations. Multiparty grammars may also facilitate standardization, preparation of comparative metrics of simplicity, documentation, generation of help facilities and verification of correctness. The reader should be cautioned that this is a proposal which must be implemented, refined through experience, and tested in a controlled environment to determine its effectiveness.
Extending these ideas to include special hardware or full graphics is a natural next step. Grammars to describe pictures have been investigated, and these should be studied to expand the generality of this approach. Additional grammar features to describe specific application environments such as line-oriented text editing may substantially reduce the implementor's task by simplifying or eliminating the need to write procedural language statements to handle each production. A text editor generating system seems feasible.
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